
HELPING TURN DREAMS

INTO REALITY



We’ve come a long way since wide-eyed Frederick Henry Brundle arrived in London in 1889  
with a £500 loan from his father and a dream of making it big, opening premises at 14 Paper 
Street, EC1. His attention to detail, careful product selection and quality, made him stand out 
and 130 years on those hallmarks remain at the heart of the business. 

Today, the name F.H. Brundle is not only synonymous with the same values, quality and 
competitive prices first established, but through its design office it is able to offer  
brands and products that are innovative, stylish and exclusive to F.H. Brundle.

Not only is F.H. Brundle the UK’s leading stockist of welded wire mesh, wrought iron 
components, gate hardware and steel but it also offers the widest range of handrail &  
balustrade, decking & flooring, railings & gates and fencing from stock in the UK.

Our branch network is there to offer help and advice and with delivery  
nationally we can supply what you want, where you want it, when you  
need it.

We look forward to being of service.

Yours sincerely, 

Michael Brundle
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Rinato™ Composite Deck Boards

Rinato™ Natural

Suitable for a variety of outdoor uses. Rinato Natural features  
a 360 degree wrap around Polymer Capstock shield that  
encapsulates the board and gives it year-round protection  
against the elements and protects from excessive UV fading.  
These hollow core boards have an enhanced woodgrain  
one side, flat sanded on the other and starter & fascia boards.

These boards are easy to install and look fantastic. As well as being 
environmentally friendly, all our decking is virtually maintenance free, 
incredibly durable and will remain so for years to come. For peace of 
mind Rinato deck boards also come with a full UK backed warranty.
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Rinato™ Victoria

Thanks to the ‘M’ design on the underside, Victoria 
uses less composite material making the board lighter 

and more economic, the perfect cost-friendly choice 
for every garden, balcony or patio. Single-sided boards 

with a choice of natural woodgrain or traditional 
grooved effect, and starter & fascia boards. 



Rinato™ Classic

Top quality residential and commercial boards, are ideal for areas of high 
footfall or weight and are also suitable for a range of outdoor uses, such as 
walkways or any commercial application. These solid double-sided deck 
boards have a natural looking woodgrain one side and traditional grooved 
effect on the other, plus a fascia board option. As the colour runs through 
the board, they can be routed or sanded to any shape.



Synergised™ Aluminium Deck Boards

Tested by the UK’s leading fire test centre to EN 13823, EN 13501 
and EN ISO 1716. All elements of the Synergised system achieve  
Euroclass Classifications of A1 and A2fl-s1. Designed for 
balconies, roof terraces and all other decking applications. Our 
boards are manufactured from structural grade 6063 T6 aluminium 
and have a 100 micron Qualicoat™ premium powder coating. 
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Ca’Foscari

Synergised™ Porcelain Tiles

La Fabbrica range of porcelain stoneware reaches new 
heights in style and engineering, replicating all the beauty 
and charm of the finest timbers. Safe, sustainable, versatile 
and refined, Italian excellence with unbeatable quality.

Recreating the warmth and natural appearance of 
textured wood. Ideal for flat ground, raised patios 
or high-rise balcony. Step out of your house on to 
porcelain tiles that look like natural wood. A long 
lasting, low maintenance decking solution.



Yosemite

The knots and veining in these tiles convey the warmth 
and feel of wood. Ideal for flat ground, raised patios or 
high-rise balcony. Step out of your house on to porcelain 
tiles that look like natural wood. A long lasting, low 
maintenance decking solution.
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Perimeter Base System

Our unique innovative Perimeter Base Section bolts directly to the Synergised subframe and is perfect for use with our 
Synergised aluminium deck boards or porcelain tiles. It allows for a wide range of our base fix handrailing solutions to 
be bolted down to the perimeter, to provide a safe, stunning edge protection where there is a fall of more than 600mm. 
The Internal Perimeter Support Jack provides the strength required to allow handrailing systems to reach the desired 
residential 0.74kn loading requirements, as per BS6180.

Fascia Stand-Off 
Bracket

Perimeter Base 
Section

Internal Perimeter 
Support Jack

Edge Fascia  
Profile

Steel SpigotsAluminium Frameless



Synergised™ Aluminium Subframe & Cradles

Polymer Profiles

All designed for ease of use, our range of decking  
substructure components work well together and  

can be used with a wide range of deck boards.RynoDeck™ Support Systems

Decking Substructure
11



We complete 
the range with a 

selection of 
top rails and  

edge protection.

Wedge-Loc™ Systems
PanelGrip® 

Tilt-loc™ 

Posi-Glaze Systems
Mega-Grip 3kN
OnLevel Systems

To make the most of open views we have an extensive range of frameless 
glass balustrade systems suitable for most locations. These include 
systems for both domestic and commercial locations. Base and side-fix 
options are available in satin anodised, PPC black and a mill finish, plus we 
also stock glass panels from 12 - 21.5mm thickness to finish your project.

Pro-Railing® Frameless Glass Balustrade
with top rail
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Square Round Oval Rectangular

If a handrail is not being used, we recommend laminated glass panels with edge protection.

Pro-Railing® Frameless Glass Balustrade
without top rail



Glass stand-off adaptors are stylish and simple to install.  
They are available in a satin, PPC black or mirror finish,  
stainless steel Grade 304 and 316, Duplex 2205 or Zamac.  
We also stock glass panels from 10 - 21.5mm thickness.

Pro-Railing® Glass Stand-Off Adaptors



Pro-Railing® Glass Stiffeners and Connectors

A slimmer frameless panel support system to suit our  
10 - 21.5mm stocked glass panels. Available in a BZP  

and PPC matt black finish or satin polish.
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A range of round or square posts available in  
stainless steel Grade 304 and 316 with a satin  
or mirror finish, and a choice of sizes. We also  
stock a range of 10mm thick glass panels.

Pro-Railing® Pre-Assembled Post System 
Timeless (with handrail)
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To make life easy for installers 
our pre-assembled posts come 
with the glass clamps and bases 
already fitted.

We offer a choice of handrail  
saddles so you can choose to 
suit your requirements.

Bolt-down, concrete-in and 
side-fix options are available.



Our pre-assembled post system is designed to make life easier with a variety of spigots to meet most
needs. Suitable for use with drops under 600mm without handrails. Bolt-down, concrete-in and side-fix  
options are available. We also stock a range of 10mm thick glass panels.

Pro-Railing® Pre-Assembled Post System 
Contemplation (without handrail)
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For a contemporary style, our stainless steel 
Grade 316 square pre-assembled post system 

not only looks great, but also provides both 
bolt-down or side-fix options.

Pro-Railing®

Pre-Assembled Post System
Square - Timeless and Contemplation



Pro-Railing® Glass Spigot Systems

Made from stainless steel Grade 316 or Duplex 2205 ultra marine grade 
stainless steel, these spigots are economical to use and do not require holes 
in the glass. In a beautiful satin finish or black powder coated, they can be 
used with our standard stocked 10 - 21.5mm glass panels. Available in 
round or square versions. Both side and base-fix available.

Pro-Railing® Spig-Lite Pro

Spig-Lite Pro can be bolted directly into the substrate 
without the need for a channel, ensuring clean lines  

and greater glass visibility.  

Our channel free system allows a 23mm gap  
between the substrate and glass enabling  

free dispersal of water. 

They can be used with our standard  
stocked glass panels.



Our Tilt-Loc system has base and side-fix options and is 
made from Duplex 2205 ultra marine grade stainless  

steel with a satin finish. Tilt-Loc spigots can be  
easily adjusted by hand from one side. Tilt-Loc  

doesn’t need holes in the glass and can be used 
with our standard stocked 12 - 21.5mm 

glass panels.

Tilt-Loc edge completes this very versatile range. 
Simple to fit, easy to adjust, Tilt-Loc edge not  

only looks great but is very cost effective.

Pro-Railing® Tilt-Loc™ Edge

Pro-Railing® Tilt-Loc™
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This unique system offers a superb solution to slopes, curves and stairs, allowing balustrades to change  
angle easily and without drilling the posts. It is simple, versatile and useful in many situations.

Adjustable handrail  
support bracket

Adjustable  
angle bracket

Pro-Railing® Sleeve-Fit Glass Clamp Brackets

End bracketMid bracket Adjustable corner bracket



Marano® Edge (square) System 
with a rectangular handrail
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Our superb aluminium square post system is sleek and modern in appearance,  
light to handle and easily maintained. We offer a choice of oval or rectangular  
handrails. Depending on location, Marano can also be used without handrail.



Beautiful, modern, and light to handle, we think this round post system will be 
a winner for many situations. Marano is simple to install. We offer a choice of 
oval or rectangular handrails. Depending on location, Marano can also be used 
without handrail.

Marano® Curve (round) System 
with an oval handrail
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Choose the 
right height 

for you!

To give uninterrupted views, in many situations, Marano 
Edge and Curve posts can also be used with a handrail.

Marano® System 
without handrail



Commercial 
solutions – ideal 

for offices

Our stainless steel Ø 3 and 6mm wire rope system is a cost effective alternative to our crossbar system. This 
system is ideal for many commercial premises, but is not recommended for domestic locations with  
a drop of 600mm or more at one side.

Pro-Railing®  
Wire Rope System
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With clean lines and modern styling,
our crossbar system is perfect  

for a contemporary office.

Pro-Railing®  
Crossbar System



For fabulous, uninterrupted views, our fully frameless balcony is the ultimate design. This is also available
with a top frame only or with top and bottom frames. Available in an ultra-modern satin finish, this duplex
range is designed for our standard 12 - 21.5mm glass panels, which will be 80mm from the wall.

Pro-Railing® Fully Frameless Juliet Balcony
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For ease of installation we have verona
kits, but we also offer individual

components. One of our latest
contemporary designs.

Pro-Railing®  

Verona Juliet
Balcony



Pro-Railing® Elegance Juliet

With our elegance balconies, you have a choice 
of top and bottom rails, top rail only, or fully 
frameless options. Designed for 12 - 21.5mm 
glass, these balconies come in a satin finish, a 
choice of bracket styles and clear or coloured 
glass – the choice is yours. No drilling of the 
glass required.

Pro-Railing®  
Elegance Romeo



Fortitude™ Traditional  
Juliet Balcony

Our Fortitude traditional Juliet Balcony is made of 
robust zinc plated steel with a UV resistant powder 
coated black finish for that contemporary look. 
Available for widths up to 2m.
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If you require bespoke sizes, holes or shapes in different colours including opaque, we offer a range of 
made to order laminated and toughened glass panels up to 33mm thick at very competitive prices. 

Our standard stocked glass panels have polished edges and dubbed corners. Available in 10 - 15mm 
toughened monolithic clear float glass and 17.5 & 21.5mm PVB toughened laminated glass.

With our glass gate fittings you are able to create beautiful fences and gates from our standard  
12mm glass panels and spigots.

Glass
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Liveconfigurator is an amazing tool which can save you valuable time and 
help avoid costly mistakes. It can provide you with a quote and detailed, 
accurate FREE CAD drawings in minutes.

Liveconfigurator has also been designed with simplicity of use in mind. 

www.liveconfigurator.co.uk

PRE-ASSEMBLED 
POST 

FRAMELESS 
GLASS BALUSTRADE 

GLASS SPIGOT GLASS STAND-OFFS

Design 
and personalise 

our range of
products with 

Liveconfigurator



With our extensive range of component parts, our handrails are extremely versatile and can fit most situations. 
Corners or changes of angles are easily incorporated with our carefully designed stainless steel parts. We have parts  
for both internal and external locations. We also have luxurious wooden options for both internal and external use.

Pro-Railing® Stainless Steel Handrails
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We have softwood and hardwood handrails for both 
internal and external use. Each has four options.

Pro-Railing® Wooden Handrail Systems



Marano® Simplicity System
aluminium railings and gates

Exceptional value and  
low maintenance.



Raking panels adjust 
to maximum 40º

Post caps easily slide  
on top of the posts

Posts are available in 
bolt-down, concrete-in and 
side-fix with either a black 
sand or white gloss finish 

Posts include a 
two part cover cap

Corner brackets 
adjust to 120º

Stair bracket can adjust 
to 60º up/down and angle 
adaptor can adjust to 40º 
up/down, left/right
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Fortitude™ Steel Railings

Fortitude can be fixed to steel or wooden 
posts and brick walls. To make life easy, 
the raking panels adjust for steps, sloping 
ground and different angles. Available in 
black sand.

Fixed Panel Raking Panel Make Up Panel



Stylish railing panels for that special effect.

Fortitude™ Steel Railings
with circles
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Fixed Circles Panel



Our new range of black powder coated pre-drilled bolt-down posts, with cast 
aluminium glass clamps will give you uninterrupted views. This system is  
suitable for our 10mm standard glass panels available from stock. 

Fortitude™ Contemplation System 
with glass clamps



With Glass Panels

With Glass Slats
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Our range of modern Fortitude glass balustrades are made from aluminium 
and powder coated in a choice of black gloss or black sand. Choose from 
bolt-down or side-fix posts and fascia mount brackets. A great solution  
that’s easy to install and lightweight.

Fortitude™ Contemporary Systems



Aluminium Fencing 
the design options are endlessLIGHT   STYLE   VIS ION

Vertical boards with anodised aluminium 
inserts between concrete pillars  

and bolt-down posts

Horizontal boards with anodised aluminium  
inserts between concrete pillars

Horizontal boards with 
clear or frosted acrylic strips

Bolt-down posts for 
attaching fence boards

Privacy fence with frosted acrylic strip  
between concrete pillars

Privacy gates with  
frosted acrylic strip



Breeze is our easy to install slatted kit for 1.2 and  
1.8m fence heights and 2.35m width. Its discrete  

fixing system gives you the perfect finish.

Marano® Breeze
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Our profiled convex fencing slats are available in two contemporary colours, 
golden oak wood effect and basalt grey, plus a mill finish to powder coat to 
your choice of colour. These easy to install convex slats can be incorporated 
into steel gate frames and fixed to the external face of any supporting post 
allowing you to create a fence that will last for years to come.

Marano® Convex



Marano® Stripe

These double-sided boards have one side smooth and the other grooved, 
allowing you to alternate the faces to produce different effects. Their 
tongue and groove design makes them quick and easy to assemble. 
Available in two contemporary colours, golden oak wood effect and 

basalt grey, plus a mill finish to powder coat to your choice of colour.
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Our most versatile system yet. You can create unique 
styles with our double-sided boards, alternating 
between smooth one side and grooved the other, with 
a choice of acrylic infills and anodised aluminium 
strips. Available in two contemporary colours,  
golden oak wood effect and basalt grey.

Marano® Elements
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Create a perfect privacy fence by mounting these aluminium  
boards to the face of your fence posts. These boards have the  

same texture on both sides and easily slot together. Available in 
light sage, basalt grey, oak wood effect, serengeti sand and  

a mill finish to powder coat to your choice of colour.

Marano® Connect



The profile of this system allows you to create a stunning 
fence design with gaps between boards. The aluminium 
boards have the same texture on both sides and fit easily to 
the face of your posts. Available in light sage, basalt grey, 
oak wood effect, serengeti sand and a mill finish to powder 
coat to your choice of colour.

Marano® Parallel



A revolutionary new fence post, which can be used with all our 
Marano fence boards except Breeze. It’s durable, lightweight  

and quick to install. Posts can easily be cut to suit lower fence 
heights, stepped or sloped areas, and come in concrete-in or  

bolt-down options. Available in galvanised or anthracite finish.

Marano® Slimline Post System
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Our second generation Rinato Composite fencing system looks amazing and is both 
easy to use and cost effective. It will also enhance any garden and create  
a contemporary focal point. This versatile recycled composite system has been fully 
tested for sound absorption and is an eco-friendly product made from combining 
waste wood particles and thermoplastic resin.

Rinato™ Composite Fence
& Gate Boards



Rinato™ Polymer Fence & Gate Boards 51

Experience the beauty of wood with the benefits of Polymer. Two 
stunning high-quality ranges of board which have been fully tested 

for sound absorption, with a choice of a smooth or enhanced  
woodgrain finish. These boards are long lasting, low maintenance 

and perfect for use as privacy gate infills or fence panels.

Wrapped range - wrapped in a decorative wood  
effect laminate, providing a high quality solution  

for fences where aesthetics are essential.

Embossed range - have a realistic heat embossed  
woodgrain finish and are ideal for long runs of  

fencing that aren’t in a prominent location



Steel for the construction or fabrication of anything from gates,  
railing and fencing to steel structures. If you need it delivered  
in lengths or cut to size, it’s no problem.

Steel



Mesh

The UK’s leading stockist of welded wire mesh, expanded and perforated 
metal and woven wire mesh, in the widest range of specifications to meet 
your requirements. We also offer a range of mesh clips second to none.

Welded, Expanded, Woven & Perf
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We have the largest range of wrought iron components 
in the UK to help design and create gates, railings or 
decorative ironwork to the highest quality. Add that 

finishing touch with our range of Vinylast paints.

Wrought Iron Components



If you want your gates to swing, slide, lock, 
close manually or automatically, you will 

find a solution in our gate hardware range.

Gate Automation

CAME gate automation equipment for both 
residential and commercial use. We also offer 
intercoms, safety and activation accessories.

Cantilever and Gate Hardware
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No welding, bending, threading or special skills, 
requiring just an Allen key or ratchet key to 

tighten grub screws and join galvanised  
tube in a matter of seconds to create 
handrails, guardrails and safety rails.

As well as a range of aluminium tube in Ø 42.4mm C tube. Available in grey, blue, golden oak and 
anodised, plus a mill finish so you can powder coat to the colour of your choice.

We stock galvanised and PPC black & yellow 
tube in a wide range of sizes.

Tube Clamps



Fixed Access 
LaddersHandrail Standards

A comprehensive range of  
tubular handrail standards.

A safe, simple modular design of 
individual parts which bolt together 
to form a complete ladder to solve 

most vertical access problems.
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Whether high or low-level security is required, mesh panel fencing offers a system with a high degree of 
resistance to impact and vandalism. As Betafence’s official UK stockists we supply systems to suit all types 
of perimeter security including schools, factories and sports areas. Where space is limited we also offer  
4 and 6m track & cantilever gates.

Mesh Fencing and Gates



Palisade fencing offers the ultimate in security, is easy to assemble and once assembled,  
offers a fencing system that is robust, long lasting and a formidable deterrent against crime.  

Also available in Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) as a non-conductive metal free solution.  
Where space is limited we also offer 4 and 6m track & cantilever gates.

Palisade Fencing and Gates

5959



Protect people, property and plant installation from the dangers of impact by 
vehicles, with the use of our standard system consisting of a beam depth of 
310mm or our new mini system with a beam depth of 155mm.

Crash Barrier



Increasingly popular in residential developments as a quick and economical fencing 
solution. Also ideal for use as continuous boundary fence in paddocks and  

parkland. Available with a galvanised or polyester powder coated black  
RAL 9005 finish with concrete-in and bolt-down options.

Fortitude™ Fencing and Gates

Estate
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Our ready-to-install range of fencing and 
gates are made from steel and built to last. 
Six great designs including ROSPA bow top 
railings where extra safety is required.

Fortitude™ Fencing and Gates

Bow Top

ROSPA Bow Top

Flame



Forest

We have now introduced a range of Fortitude wall top fencing 
which is available in a concrete-in or bolt-down option. 
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Fleur De Lis

Sphere Top

Wall Top Railings

Vertical Bar



A natural solution for building retaining walls, 
create structure in a garden or even seating. 
Fill with materials such as stone, concrete, 
sand or even soil to grow plants. 

Gabions

From a closed partition to a garden feature, Zenturo® Super is versatile, easy to 
install and can be configured in many different ways. Offering both privacy and 
security, with a combination of strength and natural beauty. The panels can be 
filled with a variety of natural materials that will allow you to build walls and 
boundaries all in a contemporary anthracite finish.

Zenturo® Super Gabion Fencing
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Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP)

Grating

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) is a great non-slip  
and corrosion resistant solution for floors,  
palisade fencing, handrailing, stair treads and 
walkways or areas subject to being damp or wet. 

Posts & Mesh Infills Fittings

Flooring Tread Covers & Nosing

Flat Sheet



The raised patterns are non-slip with a self-draining surface which is easy to clean, 
reducing corrosion and providing durability. Applications include stairs and walkways, 
containers, offshore and shipbuilding. We also stock aluminium alloy tread plate in  
a wide range of sizes.

Durbar



Open Steel Flooring
67

A comprehensive range of grating and anti-slip planking that provides 
solutions for the widest range of applications including walkways,  
stairs, gangways and storage floors.



To suit applications ranging from commercial doors to industrial and agricultural doors weighing from 
75 to 500kg. We also offer a light range for internal doors weighing up to 90kg.

Sliding Door Gear



Internal Sliding Door Gear
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Quick and easy to install Internal sliding door gear kits suitable for doors 
up to 90kg with a 1000mm maximum door width. Ideal for wardrobe,  
partitions or en-suites etc, and perfect where space is limited.



Other Products available from stock

Temporary FencingStock Fencing

Expanded Metal FencingPolymer Profiles Site Gates
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Pedestrian Barriers Bollards

We stock over 10,000 products. Here are a few more from our range.

Chain Link Spin GuardSecurity Fencing

Vehicle Barriers



F.H. Brundle
24 - 36 Lamson Road
Ferry Lane North
Rainham
Essex
RM13 9YY

May 2022

Tel: 01708 25 35 45
Fax: 01708 25 35 50
Email: sales@brundle.com
Web: www.fhbrundle.co.uk


